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Classification, Feature Editing, Portfolios and Standards

In practice it is often not sufficient to integrate stock data such as prices, amounts, descriptions, packaging 
units, minimal order amounts or customer-specific article numbers into the publication projects to generate 
individualized and target-group oriented publications. Much rather a possibility must be available to transfer 
data after the fact, edit features and features values consistently, and to structure them both clearly and hier-
archically, e.g. to build different product portfolios. Noxum PIM is equipped with a set of flexible content and 
structure editors, such as e.g. Feature Editor, Object Value Editor, Datasheet Editor as well various object 
and feature trees to manage these tasks.

If needed, e.g. additional current stock data, graphics or stock lists may be imported from third-party sys-
tems over standardized interfaces and become available for reuse in a consolidated form. Branch-depen-
dent, standardized classification systems and exchange formats such as XML, ETIM, eCl@ss, BMEcat,   
proficl@ss or UNSPSC are thereby supported. Accordingly with only one system, print, internet and XML 
catalogs, data sheets, price lists, check lists, labels, customer prospectuses, flyers, texts for invitations to bid 
or mobile web pages can be created while maintaining a consistent corporate design.

Globalization and Product Information

Besides the markets, the requirements of the Product Information Management continue to grow as a conse-
quence of globalization. Granular product data and static content coalesce depending on the output media. 
While product information units are created and managed individually, for a professional translation it is es-
sential, besides language and format-independent editing of feature characteristics and values, to be able to 
edit the contents in context without multiple translations.

With the help of Noxum Translation Process Manager this requirement can be realized in two process-safe 
ways. On the one hand the Noxum Translation Process Manager can automatically determine all translation-
relevant contents for a publication and with the help of standardized interfaces and connectors transfer to 
professional Translation Memory Systems such as SDL/Trados®, Across® or Transit. On the other hand an 
editor with sufficient privileges can manually export product features individually for translation. The inter-
action of both possibilities assures finally a more efficient translation process for product information and 
thereby provide a concomitantly faster and qualitatively better supply of the target markets with publications 
in the right language

Product Information Management 
with Noxum Publishing Studio
It is no longer enough for a successful company to know its customers 
and fulfill their wishes. It must address these better than the competition. 
In order to achieve sustainable competitive advantages over their market 
participants, future-oriented companies have recognized that a transfor-
mation in their product politics must take place to make their company 
and products unique. Therefore they must provide tailored products in 
the right amount, quality and on time, to retain existing customers and to 
win new customers at the same time.

The strategy “customer as an individual” also requires contingent a 
changed product portfolio. Companies are compelled to establish deeper 
and wider assortments characterized by customer-, market-, and coun-
try-specific forms. The target-group specific adaptations and the resul-
tant faster product lifecycles lead again

To an increase in the amount of product information. Due to time pressure, this is most often created de-
centrally and redundantly and must be sought and consolidated with great effort and much time. Beyond 
this, and in addition to new products, new communication channels, like social media, mobile marketing, 
etc. arise due to the rapid technological development. The new channels require in turn preparation of this 
product information tailored to the media

Distributed Data and Editing Processes

Exactly this is what causes many problems for companies. Most of the product information is stored in a pro-
prietary format, mostly as static documents spread over many different internal and external departments 
and are therefore inappropriate for a process-safe data exchange. Since the output in most digital product 
representations require a combination of technical product data with static content such as text, images, 
graphics, etc. all product information must be managed media-neutrally. They must nevertheless be kept 
current, in a contextualized and centralized manner, available for all departments and service providers like 
development, marketing, technical documentation, suppliers, agencies, etc. This requires an integrated 
product communication supported on the system-side that is based on a common data pool.

And this is where Noxum Publishing Studio begins with its PIM extension. To permit more transparency 
and process safety when creating and managing product information, the realms of product information 
and content management coalesce in Noxum PIM to a single system based on a common data pool based.

The PIM extension supplements the content management system (CMS) with the possibility of centrally 
editing product data, features, feature values and product relations by means of an intuitive interface. The 
CMS components assume the editorial tasks such as the workflow and versioned editing, corrections and 
the release of structured and unstructured data. The main advantage of the Noxum solution: each unit of 
product information must only be captured once due to the consistent XML approach. The content thus cre-
ated then becomes available to all process participants for the media-specific output.

“Product information influences the 
purchasing decision! Product information 
should be current, in the right language 
having the appropriate content prepara-
tion, be in the right format, medium and 
be available at the right point in time for a 
purchasing decision.”

Norbert Klinnert
Member of the Directors 
Noxum GmbH 

PIM systems create  
competitive advantage

Faster time-to-market by product 
launches and change processes

Overview of the state of the publication 
processes

Reuse of structure, text
and graphic modules

Cost saving in the translation process

Parallel working with multiple  
employees on a single document type

Process safety

Support for the product life cycle

Communication channels 

Web portals

E-Business – Internet/Intranet/Extranet

Online Shops

Technical Documentation

Electronic Catalogs

Print Catalogs

Mobile Devices

Highlights
•  Creating and structuring global features and feature groups
•  Consolidating product information
•  Building product portfolios
•  Configuring customer-specific meta data on features
•  Referencing information units
•  Collecting, editing and comparing bulk data
•  Complex and simple inheritance of features and feature values
•  Visual differentiation of inheritance states
•  Clear tree view display of product relations
•  Inclusion of product features in structured text modules
•  Usage list for determining if and when a feature was used
•  Automatic recalculation of units

•  Media-neutral and central data storage for the output in various formats
•  Convenient search and filter functions
•  Reuse of relevant data
•  Central and media-neutral administration of photos, images, music and video files, etc.
•  Individually configurable role and rights management for objects and actions
•  Process safety by integrated workflow system
•  Internationalization of product data
•  Integrated terminology and translation management
•  Single source publishing
•  Publication formats: Adobe® InDesign, Adobe® PDF, Adobe® FrameMaker, Microsoft® Word, XML, 

HTML etc.
•  Integrated Media Asset Management functions
•  Optional: automatic conversion to the needed image format such as GIF, JPG, PNG, TIF, BMP,WMF,
• EPS, PSD, SVG, PDF
•  Optional: integrated layout editor for system-side changes in Adobe® InDesign-templates

•  Connection to ERP systems, such as Baan, Microsoft Dynamics, proALPHA, SAP, System i etc.
•  Data communication and synchronization over standard exchange formats like XML, ETIM, eCl@ss, 

BMEcat, proficl@ss, UNSPSC
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Variety of the print and online 
publications

Printed publications: product cata-
logs, partial catalogs, prospectuses, 
training materials, data sheets, labels

Internet catalogs:
E-Business catalogs,  
electronic spare parts catalog,  
electronic marketplaces

DVD, CD-ROM

App

In all markets it is also just as important in the exchange of information with business partners and in the 
enterprise itself, besides proper orthography, grammar and individual language structures to maintain a 
unified corporate wording. This reduces not only the costs of the content creation, so that contents can be 
more easily reused, but it also improves the quality of the information. Accordingly Noxum PIM has standard-
ized interfaces available to connect to or integrate with professional terminology systems like acrolinx IQ™, 
crossTerm etc.

Printed and Digital Publications

For companies printed publication still are an important pillar of their product communication. Besides this in 
the last few years ever more digital publication forms have established themselves as standard publication 
media due to the rise of new sales channels. For this reason Noxum has equipped its PIM solutions with spe-
cial publishers, which transform the media-neutral product information into the target-oriented format needed 
for the corresponding publication channel. Thus all channels can be supplied with the same information 
quality from a single central data source while considering the respective layout characteristics. Beyond this 
Noxum Publishing Studio enables the media-optimized presentation of product information by incorporating 
added value functions such as specially prepared search results, product finders, and product comparisons.

Added Value

Reduction of the administration, 
training and operative effort

Minimization of the interfaces to
Foreign systems

Process safety during the creation, ad-
ministration, translation and publication 
of product information

Consistent corporate design and 
wording

Multi Channel Publishing

Example: PIM for machine and plant construction Example: PIM system for manufacturing and commerce

Online Payment Systems

Giro Pay

Credit card

Debit

PayPal

Immediately transfer
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PRODUCT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Noxum – Product Information Management
Content Management and PIM in one System

More Transparency and Process Safety with the
Creation and Management of Product Information
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Do you need more information?

You may request other brochures to the themes
• Web-Systems/Web-Portals,
•  Mobile Solutions,
•  Technical Communication,

and the product brochure Noxum Publishing Studio from us.

www.noxum.com/contact

Noxum – A Passion for Software
• Owner-operated company
•  Founded 1996
• We develop and distribute standard software and individual 

 customer solutions in the realms of content management,  
cross media publishing, technical communication, product 
 information management, web systems/web portals,  
e-business, and mobile web.

• Noxum solutions are deployed in over 30 countries.
• We produce software with a passion, optimally arranging 

 content management and authoring processes.
• We enable publication processes for all media.

Noxum GmbH
Beethovenstraße 5
97080 Würzburg
Germany

Phone +49 931 46588-0
Fax   +49 931 46588-599
info@noxum.com
www.noxum.com

© Copyright 2018, Noxum GmbH
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Audi AG Automobile Industry

BEGA Gantenbrink-Leuchten KG Light Manufacturer

Bergmoser + Höller Verlag AG Publisher

Berker GmbH & Co. KG Housing Technology and Building Automation

Bühler AG Machine and facility construction

Buhl Data Service GmbH Software producer

C. C. Buchner Verlag GmbH & Co. KG Publisher

CheckMyBus GmbH Intercity bus search engine

Cornelsen Experimenta GmbH Publisher

Deutsche Börse AG Finance

Dr. Ing. h. c. F. Porsche AG Automobile industry

DSPACE GmbH Mechatronic controls

Finanz Informatik GmbH & Co. KG IT service provider

Fr. Sauter AG House Technology, Building Automation

Hueber Verlag GmbH & Co KG Publisher

JURA Elektroapparate AG Coffee Machines, Electro-, Household Devices

Kinshofer GmbH Gripping Technology

KROHNE Messtechnik GmbH & Co. KG Metrology

KUKA Roboter GmbH Industry Robots, Welding Facilities

Leitner AG Cable Car Systems

NürnbergMesse GmbH Trade Fair Service Provider

Pepperl + Fuchs GmbH Industrial Sensors

Prinoth AG Snow Groomers, Track and Utility Vehicles

Roto Frank AG Construction Components

Stiftung Warentest Product Testing Institute

TRUMPF GmbH & Co. KG Manufacturing Technology

TTS Tooltechnic Systems AG & Co. KG - Festool Tool Manufacturer

Walter de Gruyter GmbH Science Publisher

UDG Ludwigsburg GmbH Media agency

WIKA Alexander Wiegand SE & Co. KG Metrology

ZF Friedrichshafen AG Driveline and chassis technology

Memberships

bayme – Bavarian Business Association Metal and Electro e. V.

DERCOM Association of German Editorial and Content Management System Producers e. V. 

GPM German Society for Project Management e. V.

tekom – Society for Technical Communication e. V.

tekom iiRDS consortium member

Association of German Machine- and Facility Constructors e. V. (in German VDMA)

Partnerships

Across Systems GmbH

Acrolinx GmbH

Adobe Solutions Network

Antenna House, Inc.

University of Applied Sciences  
Würzburg-Schweinfurt

JustSystems Corporation

Microsoft Gold Certified Partner

Microsoft Cloud Platform competency

Omikron Data Quality GmbH – FactFinder

SDL – TRADOS GmbH

Webtrekk GmbH
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BB&K Bassier, Bergmann & Kindler GmbH Media agency

BEGA Gantenbrink-Leuchten KG Light Manufacturer

Bergmoser + Höller Verlag AG Publisher

Berker GmbH & Co. KG Housing Technology and Building Automation

Bühler AG Machine and facility construction

Buhl Data Service GmbH Software producer

C. C. Buchner Verlag GmbH & Co. KG Publisher

CheckMyBus GmbH Intercity bus search engine

Cornelsen Experimenta GmbH Publisher

Deutsche Börse AG Finance

Dr. Ing. h. c. F. Porsche AG Automobile industry

DSPACE GmbH Mechatronic controls

Finanz Informatik GmbH & Co. KG IT service provider

Fr. Sauter AG House Technology, Building Automation

Fresenius Medical Care GmbH Mediicine Technology

Hueber Verlag GmbH & Co KG Publisher

JURA Elektroapparate AG Coffee Machines, Electro-, Household Devices

Kinshofer GmbH Gripping Technology

KROHNE Messtechnik GmbH & Co. KG Metrology

KUKA Roboter GmbH Industry Robots, Welding Facilities

Leitner AG Cable Car Systems

LEONHARD KURZ GmbH & Co. KG Hot Embossing Foils

NürnbergMesse GmbH Trade Fair Service Provider

Pepperl + Fuchs GmbH Industrial Sensors

Prinoth AG Snow Groomers, Track and Utility Vehicles

RKW Süd GmbH Concentrated Feed Plants

Roto Frank AG Construction Components

RUD Ketten Rieger & Dietz GmbH & Co. KG Chain Systems

Stiftung Warentest Product Testing Institute

TRUMPF GmbH & Co. KG Manufacturing Technology

TTS Tooltechnic Systems AG & Co. KG - Festool Tool Manufacturer

Walter de Gruyter GmbH Science Publisher

WIKA Alexander Wiegand SE & Co. KG Metrology

Memberships

Task Force Electronic Publishing of the Exchange Association of the German Book Trade e.V.  
(in German AKEP)

bayme – Bavarian Business Association Metal and Electro e. V.

DERCOM Association of German Editorial and Content Management System Producers e. V. 

GPM German Society for Project Management e. V.

tekom – Society for Technical Communication e. V.

Association of German Machine- and Facility Constructors e. V. (in German VDMA)

Partnerships

Across Systems GmbH

Acrolinx GmbH

Adobe Solutions Network

Antenna House, Inc.

University of Applied Sciences  
Würzburg-Schweinfurt

JustSystems Corporation

Microsoft Gold Certified Partner

Microsoft Azure Circle Partner

Omikron Data Quality GmbH – FactFinder

SDL – TRADOS GmbH

Webtrekk GmbH




